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HOW TO

LUNGEFEED

By Eric Michael Keen, Ph.D.
eric.k@marecotel.org

IT’S NOT AS EASY
AS IT LOOKS.
That’s the first thing you need to know.

Second thing is that not just any old whale
can do it. You gotta be part of the family.
Some call us “rorquals”. The stiffs call us
the Balaenopteridae. Team Baleen Wing.
Some say that’s a reference to our dorsal
fin, but I say it’s a shout out to our style.
You’ll find a lot of jokers out there who
try to copy our moves, but we’re the only
ones with backbone out there who have
the backbone to pull off the real thing.
Granted, the pelicans get pretty close. And
the gray whale clan used to be one of us,
but they went rogue a while back after
getting mixed up with the mud-rakers.
And you can forget about all those other
whales, the rights and the bowheads –
ask them to do it and they’ll just stare
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at you blankly with that stupid grin,
trembling in their little bonnets. Those
clowns are just grazers. Cows. At a party,
they’d be the pool skimmers. We’re the
ones doing cannonballs.
The basic idea is easy enough to grasp.
We ambush a swarm of prey, we engulf
it and the water around it all at once,
then we push the water out through our
baleen. The prey stay trapped inside.
It’s still filter feeding, but it’s inside-out.
Inverted. Simple enough perhaps, but
the adrenaline is in the details. Even the
technical name for it, ‘intermittent ram
engulfment feeding’, fails to convey how
outrageous our moves can be.
Break it down into four steps. First, the
approach; you gotta find the prey patch,

then you gotta begin your charge. Second,
the mouth opening -- which is a lot trickier
than it sounds, believe me. Third, when
the time is right, close that mouth back
up again. And fourth, filtration. Do this
all within six or seven seconds, and you
just might have a chance at catching
something. But it only works if all your
body’s systems can handle the extreme
forces pulling at you, both inside and out,
while executing all the necessary minutiae
with exacting choreography.
So go find yourself a good feeding ground.
Don’t ask me how. That’s an entirely
different lesson. Once you get there,
take a dive. Don’t ask me exactly where,
and don’t ask me for how long either. We
don’t have all day here.
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Once you get there, find yourself a prey
patch. Dive deep, but keep an eye to the
sky. If you’re lucky and if the water isn’t too
murky, maybe a prey patch will get backlit
by the downcast light. At any rate, your
rostrum has whiskers, doesn’t it? Well,
use them. Those tactile vibrissae can let
you know when you pass down through a
good layer. If it seems thin, keep searching.
That’s rule number one. Never let a poor
prey patch cause you to waste your breath
or your blubber or your time.
But if it feels good, then go for it. Feel for
the thickest part of it with the biggest
individuals. If they are shallow, consider
making use of the surface as a corral like
the bubble-netting humpbacks do.
Now turn hard back up into it, from below,
where they can’t see you coming. While
you do, start pumping to gain as much
speed as you can. Six knots is good, ten
knots is great. It’s all about the ambush.
If you’re feeling lucky, you can try going in
on your side, or better yet, in a barrel roll.
That’s my signature move. Or make up
your own tricks; with wings like ours, the
possibilities are practically endless.
Now brace yourself. Here’s what it gets
tricky. Reach your peak speed just before
you start to plow through the patch. Right
then, pull open your jaw just a tad. Now let
physics do the rest.
If you’re a blue whale like me, those
mandibles you’re hauling around are
the largest bones in earth’s history. They
dangle there below your skull, suspended
in immense musculature and pivoted
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about in fibrous joints. To the rear of each
of them is an awesome spandrel of bone,
called the coronoid process, where the
temporalis tendon attaches. This is what
gets you all the leverage you’re gonna need
as you open and close those suckers, which
by the way is the largest mechanical action
in the biosphere. Hooray. If I had legs and
hands I’d give you a standing ovation.

…the enormous elastic
throat pouch that extends
from your lips to your
navel, will be pushed
open from within as
passing water pulls it
open from the outside.
When you’re not using them, your
mandibles are cam-locked in place, like
the latch of a mason jar. Their convex
arch fits nicely into the curve of your
snout. This way your mouth stays shut
and streamlined while you travel between
patches and launch into your ambush;
otherwise the lift created by water moving
over your throat would rip your jaws open.
Sobering, isn’t it?
So once you’re ready, give those jaws a
little “click” and watch the show. As they
lower like a drawbridge to hell, they also
rotate out so that their curves create a
hoop much wider than that of your snoot.

This maximizes your catchment area.
Those poor suckers don’t stand a chance.
Your jaws can swing out like this because
they are not fused where they meet in
the front; they join instead within a dense
matrix of highly enervated connective
tissue, where a nifty sensory organ, unique
to us rorquals, monitors the extension
and shear of the joint in order to provide
precise nervous control to the entire
engulfment process. It ensures that the
mouth opens just so, and only as wide as
it must, modulating your gap according to
the size of your targeted swarm.
The opening hoop of your mouth is shaped
with streamlined precision to mute the
bow wave you create as you enter the
prey field. Rather than get pushed away
and frightened, the unsuspecting swarm
spills into the void of your expanding maw,
along with tons and tons of water. As it all
spills in, your buccal cavity, the enormous
elastic throat pouch that extends from
your lips to your navel, will be pushed
open from within as passing water pulls
it open from the outside. And yes, it feels
weird, trust me.
Your throat can manage this thanks to
its accordion-like folds of specialized,
grossly elastic “ventral groove” blubber,
which is capable of stretching three
to four times wider than its resting
state. It is laced with a loose tapestry of
musculature, which actively moderates
the opening of your throat parachute as
the world pulls at you from all directions.
Without this careful control, the seventy
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or so tons of water and prey you are
engulfing could rip your pleats apart,
tear up your mandibular muscles, and
distend your mouth wide open.
The prey are sucked into the new void of your
mouth, rather than pushed away by your
advance, thanks to the absurdity of your
tongue. It is also grossly elastic and weakly
muscularized, not unlike a chameleon’s.
But instead of jutting out of your
mouth to feed, your tongue juts
backward, invaginating into an
enormous empty sac of tissue,
known among stiffs as the
‘oropharyngeal cavity’. Your
cratered tongue, combined
with the forward motion
of the lunge, turns your
mouth into a black hole,
a vacuum from which
neither water nor prey
has any escape.

of six or seven seconds, you have been
e-braked by a mass of water equal to your
own weight, or perhaps more if you are an
older rorqual or one of the bigger species
like me. You’ve doubled in volume, and you

The hundreds of kilograms of prey you’ve
ensnared are now writhing in the frayed
margins of your baleen racks. Go ahead
and use that two-ton, shape-shifting
tongue of yours to lap up the krill from
those frilly dinner plates. It gathers
them up like the Cookie Monster
working a table full of his favorite
dessert. Now take that ball of
krill or fish, or whatever it is you
swallowed, and toss it back to
your gaping gullet.
It is finished. Let out an
earth-shuddering
groan
of satisfaction. Whistle
and burp as much as you
please. If you’ve made
it this far, I’d say you’ve
earned your wings.

By now your mouth
should be open to
nearly a right angle. Act
fast now: tense up the
muscle matrix of your
buccal blubber, which
has stretched to its limit,
to stop any further filling
of your mouth. Upon
stopping the inrush, the
school bus of water within
you immediately lurches
forward, which in turn drags
you from within to a sudden
halt. There you are, suspended in
the blue abyss, mouth agape like an
apocalyptic, guffawing puppet.
All that remains now is to close the
mouth before any prey can escape. The
elastic energy pent up within the massive
musculature of your mandibles lends you
the recoil leverage you will need to do it.
The momentum you’ve transferred to the
engulfed water mass helps too; it’s like
closing a car door by reversing it then
tapping the brake.
Congratulations, you are now a one
hundred-ton tadpole. If I had any, I’d give
you a “hip, hip, hooray”. Over the course
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to its resting state. The elastic properties of
your ventral groove blubber facilitates the
steady, energyefficient deflation of your
throat parachute. Water squirts out through
your baleen on all sides, like the spillway of
a dam. You are a cup overflowing.

But the clock continues to
tick. See if you can get in a
few more lunges before you
have to get back up to the
surface for air. This time, you
start from a stand still.
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